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His and Her Inshore Slams PLUS!
In addition to their keeper flounder, trout, and redfish, Ed and Marsha
also landed pompano, bluefish, and a catch/release 25" snook! What a day to remember!

President’s Corner
By Mark Haberman,
GOFC President

As October rolls in, so do
big hungry gag grouper. If
mother nature cooperates,
I plan on targeting a few
for our fall tournament on
October 3rd out of Cedar
Key. Watch your email for
further details.

Submit your photos on http://www.gofc.us/wp/photos/photo-submission/

Soaking large pinfish, grunts, or bluerunners on the
bottom, close to structure, is an excellent technique
to tempt a fall run gag grouper. Do not be afraid to
use bait on the larger side. Make sure to use high
quality hooks and swivels. I use a 100# braided main
line with a 100# fluorocarbon leader. Double crimped
to my leader is a 9/0 VMC circle hook. My drags
are locked down as tight as they go, I also use my
thumb to add additional pressure. If you cannot stop a
grouper, he will simply bury himself into the structure
until the line breaks.
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Another popular method for fall run gag grouper, is
trolling large hard plastic crankbaits. Target structure
such as wrecks, ledges, and artificial reefs. I start
around 4.5 mph and try to put baits out 100 to 250
feet behind the boat. If your crankbait scrapes bottom
every once and a while, you know you are in the strike
zone. Do not be surprised if you hook into a large
kingfish too!!
The club held our 2nd general meeting via zoom on
September 22nd. Yours truly discussed diving and
spearfishing in the Gulf of Mexico. If you missed it,
and have any questions about diving or spearfishing,
feel free to send me an email. I am always happy to
discuss my two passions, diving and fishing.
Bill Gair was the other speaker on Tuesday night.
Bill discussed a variety of subjects including tarpon
fishing in the big bend area, catching bait, and large
spawning redfish in the St. Johns River. As the
discussion went on, it slowly morphed into several
members discussing and pointing out their favorite
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spots on google earth. We received some favorable
feedback on the discussion and may try it again next
month, as it seems the COVID-19 pandemic is not
going away anytime soon.
Everyone please stay safe, and hopefully, I’ll see you
in Cedar Key on October 3rd for our club tournament.
Mark Haberman
mhaberman68@gmail.com

Upcoming Events

GOFC Fall Tournament
Saturday, October 3, 2020
7:15 am - 6:00 pm

Weigh in location will be announced via email.
Sign up before 9:00 pm the evening before the
tournament at http://www.gofc.us/wp/tourney-stats/
tournament-registration/.
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Kayak Fishing the Big Bend
By Jay Peacock

This will be a short article outlining my experiences
with kayak fishing in club waters. I bought my first
fishing kayak three years ago to have a better option
for targeting redfish than the 23 foot offshore boat I
had at the time (not a good redfishing platform). Prior
to this time I almost exclusively fished offshore and
although I enjoyed catching redfish when my more
inshore oriented fishing buddies put me on them
I couldn’t catch one by myself if my life depended
on it. Fishing from kayaks in the creeks and near
the shoreline of the Big Bend I have been able to
consistently catch redfish year round. An added
bonus is large trout in the winter if I am lucky. One
of the awesome benefits of kayak fishing is they are
super stealthy. You will hook fish within a few feet of
the kayak and see lots of fish and wildlife you would
normally have spooked away with a motor boat.
Larger fish will pull the kayak through the water as
you fight them which is a lot of fun.

I personally own two kayaks these days. I started
out with a Perception Pescador 12 which is an very
maneuverable and light boat that I can easily load
into the bed of my truck. This past year I purchased
a Wilderness Systems Tarpon 14, which is a bit faster
than the Pescador and has a rudder which makes
going in a straight line easier. Both of these are sit
on top models which is generally preferred for fishing
kayaks. I borrowed one of the fancy pedal drive type
kayaks once but found the fins that propel the kayak
don’t work in the very shallow water I am often fishing
in so I decided to not purchase a pedal drive kayak.
I carry my kayaks in the bed of my truck, which is
super easy and quick to load / unload them. When
carrying the 14 foot kayak I use a bed extender to
give it more support. A few straps or ropes to hold it
in the bed and a red flag tied to the back of a kayak
are all I need for “towing”.
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I have found that less is more when it comes to gear
and fishing tackle. The tendency is to take everything
you think you may need but this leads to frustration
as gear gets in the way preventing you from getting to
what you need in a timely manner. I use a fishing vest
to carry my tackle which makes it super easy to get
to what I need fast. I usually only take 2 fishing rods
which really is plenty as you can easily switch out
lures as needed. It is critical that everything you take
with you floats or is tethered to you or the kayak. You
WILL drop things overboard including rods and you
probably will flip the kayak over eventually. Fishing
rod floats are a necessity. I lost a very nice rod/reel
one time when I forgot to bring them. In the winter I
wear waders which prevent your legs and torso from
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getting cold and wet and make it easier to get in and
out without getting your feet wet.
Finally, a bit about where I have fished from kayaks
and where I launch. The major limitation to kayak
fishing is mobility. You need to launch near where
you intend to fish. I think the longest trip I have made
so far is around 8 miles total. I tend to launch at the
small gravel ramps in creeks and then fish those
creeks and / or the surrounding shoreline or nearby
creeks within a few miles. I typically am fishing along
the way to my final destination and often catch fish
on the way. I generally fish within 100 yards of the
shoreline for reds but you can always venture further
out onto the flats for trout.
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Cool Days and Warm Nights
By Mark Robinson

PLANNING
I cannot over stress the importance preparation and
planning. Be realistic with your planning as if your life
depends on it. Starting with fuel and the rule of thirds,
if your float plan is to cross the 67 miles from West
Palm to West End, you need a range of 200 miles
in poor conditions (1/3 out, 1/3 in, 1/3 in reserve).
Next, safety gear required by law plus radios, Sat
phone, & EPIRBs should be standard. Effective
communications can prevent a slow drift to Nova
Scotia.

Let me start saying I hesitate to write this article as
one of the things I enjoy most about our Bahamas
trips is the absence of flotillas of boats and throngs
of tourists. I share our experience because I know
GOFC members are above average in all aspects so
I trust that you will guard this secret and that if you
make your way across the Gulf Stream you will be
prepared, be cool, and represent well!
My family and crew have been blessed to enjoy
amazing days and nights in the northern end of
the Abacos. I often say it holds something for
everyone, but my girls quickly remind me of the
absence of Target or CVS so I am compelled to
add this disclaimer. “If you enjoy being on or in the
water, snorkeling or diving
gorgeous reefs, world class
fishing, private beaches,
delicious fresh seafood,
and friendly gracious
hosts the Abacos are an
amazing place to visit.
Some may have heard me
call the northerns Abacos
the “Keaton Beach” of the
Bahamas. I mean this as
a complement, both are
lovely but secluded… great
places if you are prepared.
In the case of the Abacos
the nearest shopping is ~50
nautical miles by boat.

Steve Dodge’s "The Cruising Guide to Abaco,
Bahamas" is a great resource for researching and
planning your trip and is updated annually with
regional charts and navigation information. It is highly
informative and useful.
Travel with a buddy boat and share your float plan
with someone who will miss you!. Summer months
are the normal season for crossings. During the
summer you will likely notice boats leaving Florida
between Ft. Pierce and West Palm, crossing the
Gulf Stream to West End, Grand Bahama, or direct
to Grand/Walker’s Cay. When you lose sight of
land, the water turns a deep blue, and the bottom
drops out on your depth finder it is nice to know that
someone has your back. It is ideal if you know and
trust your crossing boat partner, but there is also a
Florida/Bahama Crossover Facebook group.
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PREPARATION

BUDGET

Be a good scout… Be Prepared

Fuel for Boat & Tow Vehicle: I typically budget
for filling the boat in Florida then purchasing fuel as
needed in the islands. Prices will vary, but for a ball
park, call it double the Florida rate in large ports and
triple in small ports. This is where those fuel filters
may come into play. If you can avoid it try not to fuel
at the same time their tanks are being filled.

Ok, I admit
it, I tend to
procrastinate and
forget things. My
coping mechanism
is lists. I expect
that we all have
these, but I will
highlight a few
items on mine just
in case. Note,
that your list will
vary depending on
where you go and
how you like to
travel.

Tolls: Remember that tolls are based on the number
of axles your trailer has.
Boat Trip Insurance: May be purchased per trip or
annually.
Boat Dockage and Lodging: Docking fees are
usually charged by the foot and there will likely be
an extra charge for electric hook-up and water.
Sometimes docking fees are included with lodging.

Boat Base: Includes spare everything I can squeeze
in. At the top of the list are tools, fuel filters, impellers
and props.
Gear Base: Includes the people stuff... hats,
sunscreen, passports
Long Trip: For us more than 5 days constitutes an
extended stay. For long trips you might consider
planning a day trip or overnight stay in Freeport for
supplies, shopping and a change of pace.
Bahamas Gift Bags: Items that we know our
Bahamian friends enjoy
Ditch Bag: For those not familiar, these are items
you should already have on board, hopefully you’ll
never use one
Prep List: For me this is more of an action list as
well as checking off to the other lists. Mine starts with
things like greasing axels, checking tire pressure,
putting in plugs, loading. My crew preps as if we
are boat camping with limited access to supplies.
We usually feel overloaded but have rarely regreted
having extra supplies. I encourage you to think
sustainably. Remember these are islands. Limit
trash and non-biodegradable materials and consider
bringing home your recyclables.

Customs: The base fee includes 3 travelers and
fishing license.
Guide & Tip: We like to snorkel and hiring a local to
run the boat can give you local knowledge and allow
you to get in the water.
Air Tanks/fills: If available, the rates are comparable
to the Keys.
Food/Groceries: Supplies will be limited and costly
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on the small islands. In Freeport food supplies and
prices are somewhat comparable to home.
Bait/Chum: Budget is dependent on the type of
fishing you will be doing.
Ice: load up!
Sat Phone Minutes
Depending on where you are, keep in mind that you
may not be able to throw money at a problem. Also,
don’t look for an ATM machine on the outter islands.
Larger operators may let you get cash back from
your credit card when fueling or paying for lodging,
but know that international charges will apply, and
they may give you Bahamian cash. Also, remember
to let your bank know that you are travelling so your
charges are approved. Many banks now allow you to
enter your travel plans on their web site.
Why do all of this? At this point you may be asking
yourself is it all worth it? Yes… my crews have had
many amazing days followed by fun nights and more
amazing days! Our typical day starts with world
class diving and/or fishing, picking up some conch,
an afternoon shower and nap while a local cooks
our catch, followed by evenings playing dominoes
and cards, then shooting some pool, or sipping rum
punch at an island block party, rinse and repeat. The
camaraderie at the dock and the friendly locals always
make us feel welcome. The daily soundtrack sounds
something like Running Down a Dream, This Is How
We Do It, Sittin on the Dock of the Bay, Only a Dream
in Rio.
Check out Mark's complete packing list on Page 12!
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Mark's Bahamas Packing List
Boat Base List

Gear Base

Food/Snacks

Long Trip

Bahamas Gift
Bags

Ditch Bag

Prep List

mask, fin, snorkel

bathing suit

pasta

book

hamburger

EPIRB

pack bag

hats

swim shirt

fruit

pillow

chicken

VHF

grease trailer
wheels

sunscreen

slides/flip flops

snacks

toiletries

cola

GPS

check tire pressure

polarized
sunglasses

walking shoes

steaks to grill

air mattress

toilet paper

mirror

hats

water

shorts

sandwich fixings

Bocce Ball

paper towels

strobe

boat plugs

tools

casual shirt

peanut butter

bug spray

coffee

flares

cushions

oil

towel

jelly

games

Case variety
small Gatorade

cordage

bean bags

coolant

ice

bread

chum

Case variety
Welch's juice

water bottles

PFDs

filters

cameras

chicken salad

bait - squid

liquid bleach

light

Food

belts

hats

alcohol

lobster hook #12

Clorox wipes

whistle

Drinks

bellows

passports

dish soap

pans

ant poison

signal panel

Ice

impeller

float plan

paper towels

utensils

cheese & cold
cuts

PowerBar

snorkel gear

tensioners

dive flag

parmigiana
cheese

5 cases Coors
light

dye

SCUBA gear

props/hardware

yellow flag

plate

5 cases
Budweiser

sunscreen

fishing gear

VHF radio

US flag

utensils

wine

sat phone

flags

sat phone

Bahamian flag

juice

eggs

Q-beam

conch hammer

eggs - lots

rice

zip ties

batteries

bacon

bananas

Ziplock bags

snorkel gear

mayo

flour

fillet knife

SCUBA gear

catsup

cabbage

flags & clips

fishing gear

corn

fresh vegetables

dock lines

crows nest

tomatoes

dry puppy food

simple green
cleaner

4200 & 5200

onions

Tang

wire cutter in first
aid

WD40

limes

ground black
pepper

charger in radio
box

green pepper

Scope - green

nerf football

cilantro

Febreze

Bimini top

rice

plugs

veggies

cushions

foil

PFDs

potatoes

bean bags

butter

charts

milk

crows nest

olive oil
lettuce not so
much
chips
cereal
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Featured Recipe
Baked Flounder with
Panko and Parmesan
By N8TE
From allrecipes.com

Ingredients:
4 (4 ounce) flounder fillets
¼ cup butter, melted
⅔ cup grated Parmesan cheese
1 cup panko bread crumbs
½ teaspoon salt
ground black pepper to taste
1 pinch dried thyme
Instructions:
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees F (200 degrees C).
Lightly grease a large, shallow baking dish.
2. Arrange flounder fillets on prepared baking
dish and brush with 1 tablespoon butter. Combine
remaining 3 tablespoons butter with bread crumbs,
Parmesan cheese, salt, pepper, and thyme in a bowl;
sprinkle over flounder.
3. Bake in preheated oven until fish flakes easily with
a fork, 15 to 20 minutes. Carefully transfer fillets to a
plate with a spatula.
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Recent Catches
Angler
Mary Mundt

Species
Flounder

Mary Mundt
Austin Mundt
Noah Mundt

Redfish
Redfish
Redfish

Phil Wagner
Ken Knopf
Ed Ellett
Stephen
DeGraff

Weight
0.7 lbs

Date Caught
9/12/2020

Location
Cedar Key

Lure/Bait
Cut Bait

2.208 lbs
1.92 lbs
2.14 lbs

9/12/2020
9/12/2020
9/12/2020

Cedar Key
Cedar Key
Cedar Key

Cut Bait
Cut Bait
Cut Bait

Yellowtail
Snapper

6.16 lbs

9/5/2020

Threadfin Herring
(dead)

Redfish
Ladyfish
Redfish

3.63 lbs
3.82 lbs
6.81 lbs

9/7/2020
9/7/2020
8/23/2020

Florida
Middle
Grounds
Cedar Key
Cedar Key
Cedar Key
- N Point
of Scale
Key

NOW OPEN IN CEDAR KEY!

Shrimp
Jig/Gulp
Gulp

One stop-shopping for ice, water,
marine fuel, bait, hot bar & supplies.

$2 for 20 lb bag or 24 lb bulk
MCCRACKER ENT. LLC TWICE THE ICE

Happy
Customers!

CASH OR CREDIT ACCEPTED

TWICE THE ICE CEDAR KEY FL • NEXT TO MARATHON GAS & ISLAND JIFFY
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Upcoming Raffle Drawings
• Sept. 16 – two winners
• Sept 30 – two winners
• Oct. 14 – four winners

Lionfish Challenge 2020
Update – Sept. 11
Photos: https://www.flickr.
com/photos/myfwcmedia/
albums/72157631003581858
Numbers update
As of this week:
641 people have registered.
157 people have submitted lionfish (150 recreational,
seven commercial).
12,580 lionfish submitted.
48 checkpoints for recreational participant
submissions.
Recent Mini-Challenge Winners
Most Lionfish between Aug. 21 – Sept. 1
Prize - $500 cash

• Oct. 28 – four winners
• All qualified participants (submission of 20
lionfish or 20 pounds for commercial) will be
entered into drawing.
Background
The Lionfish Challenge rewards lionfish
harvesters with prizes for their lionfish removals.
The participant who harvests the most lionfish will
be crowned the Recreational Lionfish King/Queen
and the Commercial Champion. The Challenge
also has a tiered prize system that allows
everyone to be rewarded for their removals. The
more removals, the more prizes you win. A new
component this year are monthly Mini-Challenges.
The winners will be announced each month and
rewarded with substantial prizes.
Sign up and learn more today by visiting MyFWC.
com/Lionfish.
Links

• Commercial – Isidoro Bedoya – 174 pounds of
lionfish

Support Florida lionfish control programs by
purchasing our new Rep Your Water lionfish hats
at the Fish & Wildlife Foundation of Florida.

• Northwest – Bob Gamble – 61 lionfish

Facebook

• West – Jennifer Ford – 105 lionfish
• Northeast – Russell Peters – 705 lionfish
• Southeast – Shane Rasch 241 lionfish
Recent Raffle Winners

Facebook.com/FWCReefRangers
Website
FWCReefRangers.com
MyFWC.com/Lionfish

Sept. 2
Prize: Reef Ranger’s customized FWC lionfish longsleeved Dry Fit shirt and 10L dry-bag
• Luke Byous
• France Mer
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Saltwater Highlights - September 17, 2020
By Gary Simpson

Sometime during the first part of
college football season, we expect
to hear the first good reports of
fall-run Spanish mackerel from
the gulf. Lots of macks will be
caught off Crystal River, Cedar
Key, Suwannee, and Steinhatchee
through the coming months.
Mackerel fans in Gainesville have
long favored Seahorse Reef, the
famous high spot off Cedar Key, for
their Spanish-catching trips. We’ll
be surprised if the first sunny, halfcalm conditions over the next few
days don’t see the season’s initial
mackerel limits from “The Reef”.

Sketchy conditions limited
the weekend efforts of wouldbe daytime shrimpers on the
Intracoastal Waterway and the St.
John’s River. Also, cast-netting
trips were reduced in gulf waters
that have lately produced some
historically-good shrimp hauls.
Only one really impressive
shrimping story was told early this
week … and that catch was made
in the dark of night. Jay Wasdin
and Rebecca Morgan went to
Palatka Saturday evening along
with their friends, Chris, Nate, and

Billie Jean Hermanson. The Waldo
group’s destination was a private
boat dock on the river to which
they have enjoyed access for
nearly 20 years. Casting their nets
from the lighted dock they took
7 gallons of shrimp they graded
“medium–to-large”. While this
sounded like a pretty good result
to us, Wasdin said the shrimping
had not improved since their trip a
week earlier, when their 8-gallon
haul yielded 23.5 pounds of headsoff shrimp.

The mission of the Gainesville Offshore Fishing Club is
to promote and support recreational saltwater fishing in the Big Bend area;
to provide educational and recreational experiences for its members of all ages;
and to promote responsible conservation of saltwater resources.
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